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Abstract
Correct determination of whether or not the objectives are achieved or of the level of achievement of the objectives is vital in educational organizations. In this context, one of the indicators of how teachers serve the organizational objectives is performance evaluation. In Turkish Educational System, the evaluation of the performance of teachers has long been considered a problem. The major question related to the performance evaluation is who should perform it. This study aims to determine who should perform the performance evaluation of teachers and the grounds for why it should be performed by them, based on the opinions of teachers, administrators and education inspectors. This study, which was designed with a qualitative approach, uses descriptive analysis to analyze data. The study included 60 participants, including 20 teachers, 20 administrators and 20 education inspectors. It is possible to say that as a result, the study revealed an agreement that the performance evaluation should be made by school principals. Close observation and knowing teachers better were cited as the primary grounds for this choice of participants. On the other hand, it can be said that participants expressed their reservations about the school principals’ “acting biased” and “being incompetent”. Another significant finding is that teachers, administrators and education inspectors reported that the issue of “objectivity” may occur with regard to performance evaluation. According to the results from the study, it can be claimed that school principals should be used in performance evaluation process but the issues of confidence, objectivity and incapability should be eliminated.
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1. Introduction
Organizations are formed for a purpose. The role of administrative staff is to enable the organization to achieve its objectives. Evaluation is an action necessary to determine whether or not organizations achieve their objectives and to make administrative decisions. This is closely related to determining and evaluating the performance of the employees of the organization. According to Çalış (2003), determination of the capability to serve of the employees in an organization and to what extent they perform their duties made performance and performance management more important. De Cenzo and Robbins (1988) pointed out that performance evaluation is performed mainly for three purposes. These are to form a basis for rewarding system, to identify the areas for improvement and the areas needed, and to establish basic standards. Performance evaluation is the set of works to determine the actual achievement of employees in a given period and their potential to develop for future (Uyargil, et al. 2009, p. 210). Performance evaluation is the effort to determine to what level an individual working within the limits of a specified job description achieved this (Findikci, 1999, p.297).

The organizational system aiming to plan, evaluate and improve the performance of employees considering the concept of performance evaluation as a dynamic process is today called as performance management system (Uyargil, 2007, p. 2). Performance evaluation is the process in which an evaluator evaluates performance of employees in their jobs against pre-established standards and by way of measurement (Palmer, 1993, p. 9). Audit can be considered as the process of finding out that organizational actions are in conformance with the established standards and guidelines in line with the objectives set. The main purpose of audit is to determine to what level the objectives of organization are achieved, to take the necessary actions to get the best results and to improve the process (Aydın,1986, p.1). Audit can be thought as a bonding agent for successful school. The function of audit in schools is to bind different elements of educational effectiveness in the entire functioning of school. In other words, school achieves its objectives once teachers adopt the common goals for students and complement each other's education and auditors’ works with teachers in a way consistent with the way in which teachers work with their students (Aksu ve Ağaoğl, 2014 p.8). Performance evaluation is defined by the Supervisory Board of the Ministry of National Education (2005) as auditing an organization and operations of its staff to see whether resources are managed in line with the principles of efficiency, effectiveness, prudence based on the pre-established criteria, and the requirements of public responsibility are met (Supervisory Board of MoE, 2005).

Results of performance evaluation are used to perform the functions such as organization’s human resources planning, wage management, training and development of employees, career management and termination etc. In addition, performance evaluations provide benefits severally for both evaluators and those who are evaluated and organizations. One of the most important areas of audit and evaluations is the evaluation of teachers' performance. Performance refers to the level of accomplishment of a given task by an individual. Performance evaluation includes the assessment of achievement as well as of failure (Aydın, 2005, p.145). Assessing an
employee of an organization as a part of performance evaluation is a difficult process requiring patience. It is because, today, the work performance of employees is affected by many factors (Argon, 2010, p.140). The more successful the performance evaluation of employees in organizations, the higher the possibility of achieving organizational objectives. Therefore, the question of who will perform the performance evaluation is much debated. The body of literature includes many different points of view on the matter.

Who will perform the performance evaluation is determined based on the evaluation technique to be selected depending on management and human resources policies of the organization (Uyarygil et al., 2009, p.213). Despite there are differing opinions on who should perform the performance evaluation, the most prominent ones are the approaches like evaluation by immediate supervisor, by colleagues (peers), by subordinates, and by clients as well as self-evaluation and 360 degree feedback. Sabuncuoğlu (2000) cites evaluation by managers, self-evaluation, by colleagues, by subordinates, computer-aided evaluation, by clients and 360 degree evaluation.

One of the characteristics of an effective performance evaluation system should have is to ensure that all parties affected by the process are effectively involved in the efforts to decide on achievement goals, criteria and how these will be measured (Azumi and Lerman, 1987; Baret, 1986; Boyd, 1989; Gary, 2003; Akt. Tonbul, 2009). Audit of education should not be left only to inspectors, and school administration and group leaders should be enabled to perform more effective -close and continuous- assistance, support, audit and evaluation (Topçu, 2010). In recent years, there is a tendency in different countries that all stakeholders are ensured to be involved in management and audit of audit institutions (Demirkasimoğlu, 2011). It was found out that with the alternative audit approaches of cognitive coaching, mentoring, colleague support and action research, teachers benefit from the professional experiences of each other and have a greater opportunity to be involved in the process, and individual self-determination and spirit of cooperation are developed (Gündüz ve Balyer, 2011). A study on "model for performance evaluation of teachers and personal record reports" conducted upon request of EARGED (2001) recommends to perform multiple-data-source evaluation to evaluate performance. Following this study, the Ministry of National Education adopted the multiple-data-source "Performance Evaluation Model" in evaluating performance. In this system, for educational employees, the auditee, their supervisors, colleagues and audit group are used as data sources (Akbaba Altun, Memişoğlu, 2008a, p.8). The Performance Management in School initiated by MoNE EARSED (2006) aimed to ensure the collective involvement of parents, student, teacher, colleagues (of same group), administrator and inspector (Eroğlu and Erden, 2006). In the relevant studies (Bostanci, 2004; Çolak, 2007), teachers and administrators were involved in the applicability of performance management criteria (Günbay and Yıldırım, 2012). The provision on Performance Evaluation of Teachers of the Regulation on Ministry of National Education Appointment and Change of Place of Duty as entered into force upon publication in Official Gazette of 17 April 2015 and introducing significant changes leaves it to the directors of organization to perform the performance evaluation of teachers (Official Gazette, 2015).

According to the aforementioned, it can be noted that today, quite different evaluation options have come to the fore and adopted in contrary to audit/inspection by Education inspectors, which has been a longstanding practice in Turkish Educational System. Studies show that how the performance evaluation of teachers should be and who should perform it are ongoing questions in Turkish Education System for long years. And this study aimed to shed light on the opinions of education inspectors, administrators and teachers to determine who should perform the performance evaluation of teachers and what are the grounds underlying their choices.

2. Method

This study, which was designed with a qualitative approach, uses phenomenological design. Phenomenological design is a design which is used to ensure expression of points of view, perceptions, experiences and emotions about a phenomenon which is not expressly voiced and is based on qualitative approach in collecting and analyzing data (Berg and Lune, 2012; Creswell, 2007; Patton, 2002). Phenomenological design focuses on phenomena which we sense but do not have a deep understanding of (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2005, p.72). This study aims to reveal and interpret teachers’, administrators’ and inspectors’ perceptions of who should perform the performance evaluation on what grounds.

2.1 Study group

In this study, maximum variation sampling, which is a purposeful sampling method, was chosen to uncover the participants’ differing points of view on performance evaluation of teachers and the common and shared phenomena in these differences. In the context of qualitative approach, maximum variation sampling, with no aim of generalization, (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2005) aspires to ensure diversity for phenomenon and show the similarities of this diversity in line with study subject (Creswell, 2012; McMillan & Schumaer, 2006; Neuman, 2006; Onwueguzie and Collins, 2007). Accordingly, a study group of 60 participants was formed with 20 participants from each of teachers, administrators and inspectors, to obtain diverse data required to be obtained
within the scope of the study.

Considering the individual characteristics of the participants, 8 out of 20 teachers were identified to be primary school teachers and 12 secondary school teachers. 10 out of all teachers is female and 10 male. 14 teachers had 1 to 10 years of seniority and 6 teachers 10 to 20 years of seniority. 8 out of teachers are classroom teachers, 3 teachers of applied courses (physical education, music, and drawing), 6 of mathematics-sciences, and 3 of social sciences-Turkish language. 6 out of administrators are school principals and 14 deputy principals. 4 out of school principals served at the level of secondary education while 2 served at the level of primary education. 9 out of deputy principals served at the level of secondary education while 5 served at the level of primary education. 1 of administrators is female and 19 male. 6 of administrators had 10 to 15 years of seniority, 10 with 15 to 20 years of seniority, 4 with a seniority of 21 years and above. All of education inspectors were male. 13 of them had 15 to 20 years of seniority and 7 with seniority of 21 years and above. In respect of the aforementioned characteristics, it is assumed that participants provide the utmost diversity that the researchers desired to achieve.

2.2 Data collection tool
Semi-structured interview questions elaborated by researchers were used to uncover the opinions of education inspectors, administrators and teachers on who should perform the performance evaluation of teachers. Prior to the preparation of interview questions, relevant body of literature was reviewed to form theoretical base of the study and then the relevant questions were elaborated. Prior to deciding on the questions, opinions of 2 teachers, 2 administrators and 2 education inspectors were obtained by use of focus group discussion and the questions took their final form based on opinions. Prior to deciding on the questions, opinions of 2 teachers, 2 administrators and 2 education inspectors were obtained by use of focus group discussion and the questions took their final form based on opinions. Discussions were made in the respective schools of the participants and at the university by obtaining their opinions. The necessary clarifications were provided to participants to make them comfortable and objective and the interview environment was set accordingly. They were ensured to be relaxed by providing them necessary clarifications about the course and results of the study. Interviews were made in February to March 2016.

2.3 Analysis of data
Descriptive analysis was used to analyze the data collected under the study. In descriptive analysis, direct quotation is often included to reflect the opinions of the subject interviewed or observed in a conspicuous way. In this type of analysis, goal is to present the findings in an organized and interpreted way (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2005, p. 224). In evaluating the findings, opinions from each group of participants were assigned with a frequency and indicated in separate sections. Evaluations were made based first on the opinions on who should perform the performance evaluation of teachers and then on the (positive and negative) grounds of the opinions. At the end of the study, the shared findings were presented in a systematic manner. In analyzing data, statements of the participants were coded and quoted. Teachers were assigned with the code (T), administrators with (A), and education inspectors with (E).

3. Findings
The findings were presented in two main sections for opinions of participants of each group on who should perform the performance evaluation of teachers and for the grounds of such opinions. Accordingly, the first one of the themes obtained was named "evaluator" and the second one "grounds".

3.1 Theme 1: Evaluator
The overall evaluation over 60 participants involved in the study, showed that the number of participants stating that performance evaluation of teachers should be performed by school principals is highest (39). School principals were followed by education inspectors (30), teachers’ themselves (28), students (27), parents (23) and colleagues (22), respectively. An overall evaluation of study results showed that education inspectors, administrators and teachers expressed shared the opinion that the performance evaluation should be made by school principals. Among these three groups, the lowest number of participants expressed opinion in favor of parents and colleagues as evaluators.

The evaluation of the opinions of education inspectors revealed that it is the participants of education inspectors group highest in number (18/2) that expressed opinion in favor of education inspectors as evaluators. Education inspectors were followed by school principals (13/7), students (9/11), parents (9/11), teachers (8/12) and colleagues (8/12). More number of education inspectors expressed opinions in favor of education inspectors and school principals as evaluators while less education inspectors expressed opinion that the performance evaluation of teachers should be performed by teachers themselves, colleagues, students and parents.

The most number of administrators expressed opinion in favor of school principals (14/6) and school principals were followed by parents (9/11), colleagues (8/12), teachers’ themselves (7/13), students (7/13) and education inspectors (6/14). More number of administrators expressed opinion that only school principals should
perform performance evaluation of teachers (14/6) while less number of administrators expressed opinion in favor of others. Namely, it can be claimed that they lean towards only school principals as evaluators.

The most number of teachers expressed opinion in favor of school principals (12/8), and school principals were followed by students (11/9), colleagues (6/14), education inspectors (6/14) and parents (5/15). More number of teachers expressed opinion in favor of teachers' themselves (13/7), school principals (12/8) and students (11/9) as evaluators while less number of teachers expressed opinion in favor of others (education inspectors, colleagues and parents).

Education inspectors said yes to school principals as evaluators in the ratio of (13/7), administrators of (14/6) and teachers of (12/8). It can be claimed that all of three groups lean towards school principal as performance evaluator. This result was only for school principals.

Education inspectors said no to teachers' themselves as evaluators in the ratio of (8/12), administrators said no in the ratio of (7/13) and teachers said yes in the ratio of (13/7). Education inspectors and administrators are not open up to teachers' themselves as evaluators. Only teachers stated that the evaluation should be performed by teachers.

Education inspectors said no to teachers' colleagues as evaluators in the ratio of (8/12), administrators said no in the ratio of (8/12) and teachers said no in the ratio of (6/14). According to these ratios, none of three groups leans toward teachers' colleagues as evaluators. Teachers were the group expressed unfavorable opinion in the highest ratio.

Education inspectors said no to students as evaluators in the ratio of (9/11), administrators said no in the ratio of (7/13) and teachers said yes in the ratio of (11/9). Only teachers found evaluation by students favorable.

Education inspectors said no to parents as evaluators in the ratio of (9/11), administrators said no in the ratio of (9/11) and teachers said no in the ratio of (5/15). The analysis of such ratios shows that in general, parents are not seemed unfavorable as evaluators. Among them, teachers expresses in the highest ratio that they are not willing to be evaluated by parents.

3.2 Theme 2: Grounds
Education inspectors expressed the opinion that the performance evaluation should be performed by education inspectors (8/12) while administrators (6/14) and teachers (6/14) expressed opinion quite oppositely that the performance evaluation should not be performed by education inspectors. Education inspectors stated, in the highest number, impartiality (14) and being suitably trained (4) as grounds for their choices.

“*They are on arm's length basis with teachers, are objective, but not sentimental (E 14). I think they are objective since they will not see the teacher again (E 15). They are not prejudiced (E 17). Neither teachers are previously known to them nor they are hostile to or have a close relationship with them (E 18). They are objective as they are external to the organization (E 20).”*

Less number of administrators expressed opinion in favour of education inspectors as evaluators. They expressed this unfavourable opinion on the grounds that they cannot observe fully and adequately (14).

“They do not have opportunity to observe adequately to perform evaluation (A 2). It is difficult to make a judgement based on short time observation (A 4). They have less information about teacher as they observe less (A 10). It is just for the day, not performed during the entire educational process (A 14). Those who are unable to observe the previous processes evaluates based on documents (A 19).”

Teachers stated that this would be superficial and limited (11) and nothing but just document check (4).

“An evaluation completed in a day would be superficial (T 2). A limited timeframe, I think it would not be reliable (T 6). It cannot be evaluated in a short time as one hour (T 8). It would be an evaluation just on paper, which does not take educational conditions into consideration (T 9). An evaluation of just one day is out of question, there may be exist different factors at that very moment (T 11). They cannot evaluate properly since they are not always at the school (T 16). Those who work under the same conditions should evaluate, they cannot monitor the changes (T 19).”

Only inspectors are in the opinion that the evaluation should be performed by inspectors primarily on the grounds of impartiality/objectiveness (14).

According to school principals and teachers, inspectors should not be evaluator mainly on the grounds of superficial, limited, inadequate observation (29).

School principals and teachers are not negative towards education inspectors in terms of objectivity while there are negative opinions that evaluation might be superficial.

Education inspectors (13/7) expressed the opinion that the performance evaluation should be performed by school principals and also administrators (14/6) and teachers (12/8) expressed opinion in favour of school principals as evaluator. Education inspectors (13/7) based their opinion that the performance evaluation should
be performed by school principals on the most stated grounds that they observe in the best way (9), they are impartial (4) and know their staff (2).

"They observe teacher in practice, finds the opportunity to observe non-class attitudes (E 15)" Observes teacher all year long, ensures the continuous success of teacher and influence the preparedness of teacher (E 16). Continuously observes the works of teacher, being closely acquainted with them (E 17). For immediate observation of teachers (E 5)."

Administrators based their opinion that the performance evaluation should be performed by school principals on the most stated grounds that observation would be comprehensive and close (14) and that staff is known best by their administrators.

“They can closely observe any kind of activity of a teacher (A 1). They closely monitor the works o teacher, thus performing a reliable evaluation (A 2). They observe teachers for an entire year, they are the head of an audit (A 6). They can monitor all attitudes and behaviours of teachers, attend classes, and data from students and parents are collected in the hands of school principals (A 7). They have an higher chance to observe teachers (A 10). They come from education and are continuously in close contact with teachers (A 14). They compare them with peers, observes them in all aspects (A 17)."

Most number of teachers expressed opinion in favour of school principals as evaluators on the grounds that they are closely acquainted with them (6) and have the chance to observe them for longer periods (5)

“They can observe teachers more closely and for longer periods (T 3). They work with teachers, get reliable and consistent information about them (T 6). They observe teacher for a year long and are those who know their performances best (T 10). They can follow teachers in many aspects (T 12). They observe teachers on the job and see what makes them bother (T 19)."

All three groups favour school principals as evaluators with the most-stated grounds of close and continuous observation (38).

Less number of education inspectors (8/12) and administrators (7/13) expressed opinion in favour of teachers' themselves as evaluators while more number of teachers (13/7) expressed opinion in favour of them. Education inspectors based the opinion that evaluation should not be performed by teachers' themselves on the grounds that they cannot be objective (12) and incompetent to evaluate their own performance (2).

“No one says his own buttermilk is sour (E 3). They cannot be unbiased, are unwilling to see their deficiencies (E 15). It is difficult to be objective (E 19). They would not be able to objective (E 20). I do not think that they are ready to audit themselves, they would not be able to be objective (E 1). They evaluate sentimentally (E 5).” Administrators based their opinion that evaluation should not be performed by teachers most on the grounds that they cannot be unbiased (13) (they make their performance look better, they ignore hitches).

“Human by nature cannot find himself unsuccessful (A 1). He ignores hitches, turns himself off to improvement and development in case that he is not audited (A 5). He makes his performance look better not to give a negative impression (A 4). He cannot see his positives and negatives, does not accept his deficiencies (A 7). He might not objectively evaluate, reflect deficiencies (A 11). They cannot see their deficiencies easily (A 19).” Teachers based their opinion that evaluation should be performed by teachers' themselves most on the grounds that they are the ones who evaluate themselves best (10) and they are objective (2).

“They are the ones who evaluate themselves best (T 1). They cannot lie to themselves, they have to adapt themselves (T 6). They know their deficiencies and pros (T 8). They are who best analyze the classroom condition, they can self-criticize (T 9). Self-evaluation is the best type of evaluation (T 10). One can be known by himself and should be soul-searching (T 19).”

Only teachers leaned towards the evaluation of teachers by teachers' themselves and based this opinion on the ground that they are the one would evaluate best (10)

Education inspectors and school principals stated opinion against teachers' themselves as evaluators as teachers cannot be unbiased (25).

Education inspectors stated opinion against teachers' colleagues as evaluators in the ratio of (8/12), administrators in the ratio of (8/12) and teachers in the ratio of (6/14). All three groups dissent to evaluation of teachers by their colleagues. Education inspectors stated the grounds that they cannot be objective (9) and this would lead to in-school conflicts (3) for their opinion that evaluation should not be performed by teachers' colleagues in highest number.

“Colleague relationships hinder the ability to evaluate in an impartial manner, problems previously experienced with colleagues and grouping pose an obstacle (S 1). It leads to conflicts ‘don’t’ teach me how to do my job (S 5). Liking/disliking takes precedence over performance (D 6). They might not objective due to inferiority complex (S 16). It is difficult to be objective, jealousy, partiality may be involved (M 18). They might read the indicators wrong (M 19).”

Administrators stated the grounds that they cannot be objective (12) and uneasiness would occur (5) for their opinion that evaluation should not be performed by teachers' colleagues in highest number.

“They might not reflect the truth due to jealousy (A 2). There is competition, ambition, which may cause...
Teachers stated the grounds that they cannot be objective (14) for their opinion that performance evaluation of teachers should not be performed by teachers’ colleagues in highest number.

“Discrimination among teachers would affect evaluation negatively/positively (T 1). Personal disputes may occur, the evaluation would not be objective (T 3). Favoritism, not trying to lead embarrassment, trying not to give offence constitutes an impediment for objectivity (T 4). Conflicts and competition have an impact on objectivity (T 8). The factors like competition, dispute, politics, regionalism and sex undermine objectivity (T 10).” All three groups dissented to evaluation of teachers by their colleagues on the grounds of objectivity (35). Those who dissented to evaluation of teachers by their colleagues in the highest number were teachers.

Education inspectors and administrators expressed opinion against students as evaluators in the ratios of (9/11) and (7/13) while teachers expressed opinion in favour of students as evaluators in the ratio of (11/9). Education inspectors stated the grounds that they cannot be objective (6), they are not at an adequate level of competence (3), and they are open to be directed by others (2) for their opinion that evaluation should not be performed by students in the highest number.

“Students would evaluate teachers according to how teachers evaluates students - either positively - negatively (A 2). Students do not know evaluation criteria, there would be a contradiction in terms (A 4). They cannot measure the level of knowledge of teachers (A 5). They might evaluate according to the grades assigned to them (A 6). They cannot be objective, keep teachers under pressure (A 12). They might confuse feelings (A 15). Teachers are those who assign grades, which influence the objectivity of students (A 20).”

Teachers stated the grounds that they would make the truest evaluation (8) and they are together with teachers in classroom environment in (3) in the highest number for the opinion in favour of students as evaluator.

“They can see the progress, I think they would evaluate in the truest way (T 2). The best observers of a teacher are his/her students (T 4). They are together in the classroom all the time, therefore they can make true evaluation (T 8). The opinions of target group are important (T 10). They give the best feedback as they are together every day (T 14). They are the audience and you deliver your performance to them (T 20).”

Teachers are in favour of students as evaluators on the grounds that they would make the truest evaluation (8). Education inspectors and school principals opposed to students as evaluators on the grounds that they cannot act objectively (15).

Education inspectors stated adverse opinion to parents as evaluators in the ratio of (9/11), administrators in the ratio of (9/11) and teachers in the ratio of (5/15). All three groups stated opinion against parents as evaluators.

“Parents may bring their feelings in it, they are not involved in classroom environment and they cannot be objective (S 6). I believe that they cannot make objective and reliable decisions due to their socio-economic status (S 16). Some other factors than teacher’s success in teaching affect evaluation (S 1). They are not qualified for evaluating the performance of teacher and this trivializes teacher (A 10).”

Teachers stated the grounds that they are not competent (7), they cannot act in an impartial manner (5), this would decrease the respect for this profession (4) and there is limited possibility to observe (3) in the highest number for their opinion that evaluation should not be performed by parents.

“They have not the relevant knowledge (T 2). I think that they are not adequately-trained for this (T 8). They are not qualified for evaluating the performance of teacher and this trivializes teacher (T 13). They do not have the needed competency, their impartiality is doubtful (T 19). They do not have the adequate educational
backgroun d for this (T 20).

All three groups of education inspectors, administrators and teachers stated opinion against parents as evaluators. Education inspectors and school principals based their opinion against parents as evaluators on the grounds of objectivity (17) while teachers based their opinion on incompetency (7).

4. Discussion and Conclusion

According to the results of this study in which school principals, teachers and education inspectors were involved, the opinion that in Turkish National Education System, the performance of teachers should be performed by school principals became prominent. Education inspectors, school principals and teachers agreed on this opinion. They stated as the grounds for this that they would observe in the best way, they know their personnel well and they can observe more closely. The studies by Akbaba, Altun and Memişoğlu (2008a) and Topçu (2010) show that a majority of teachers called for more active role of school principals in audit. It can be noted that these findings are results consistent with the body of literature. The body of literature sets out that in auditing employees, the best audit (evaluation) of an employee can be performed by their immediate supervisor. In the study by Akbaba Altun and Memişoğlu (2008b), teachers expressed opinion that the proportion of evaluation by administrators should be increased. Aslanargun and Göksoy (2013) indicated in their study that teachers are in the opinion that audit by school principals should be given weight for the reasons that in terms of auditing, they know teachers better than education inspectors and they can monitor performance more closely. School principals’ ability to perceive the difference of performance of teachers is better. It is an advantage in evaluation of performance that school principals know well the teacher to be evaluated by them. A more accurate evaluation is, however, ensured if school principals who will perform performance evaluation are trained on this (Harris and Sass, 2014). Performance evaluation is an additional responsibility for school principals. This responsibility would also provide the school principals with the advantages of less role conflict and more job satisfaction (Catano and Stronge, 2006). The system of teacher performance evaluation implemented in Chilean educational system employs four instruments to evaluate performance of a teacher: a portfolio including examples of works by and a video-taped lesson of teacher, a self-evaluation form for teacher, a structured peer form and a report from supervisors. Teachers who will perform peer evaluation are specially trained on this and passed a test to be admitted. According to the authors, this system enables to evaluate skills of teachers and to correct their deficiencies (Avalos and Assael, 2006). Performance evaluation by school principals provides more effective results in estimating the future success of school organization. It was also found out that school principals are more successful in distinguishing effective and incompetent teachers when evaluating teachers. However, the school principals' probability of being incompetent or acting in a partial manner is considered as the limitations of this method (Jacob and Lefgren, 2005).

Evaluations from administrators are important in that they can observe the performances and problems of teachers and provide information about the effectiveness and value of teachers’ performance (EARGED, 2000, s.31). Nevertheless, this opinion is considered applicable given that the school principal selection criteria and training conditions of the immediate supervisor, which is school principal, are met in ideal conditions. Otherwise, this may have undesirable consequences in case of selection of school principals based on incompetent or biased selection criteria. In parallel with this, this study also shows that education inspectors, school principals and teachers noted some unfavorable conditions such as school principals' probability to "act in a partial manner" in and "be incompetent" for evaluating. Aslanargun and Göksoy (2013) concluded that administrators might not be objective or act in partial way while Cemaloğlu (2002) and Uçar (2001) concluded that school administrators do not have adequate knowledge to do this. Üzmez (2006) also noted that the fact that school principals are not expert in audit techniques is a disadvantage. Tonbul (2009) established that the close relationship with school principal and the possible uniformity of evaluation techniques may constitute a problem in evaluation by school administrators. In the study by Akşit (2006, p.89), teachers stated opinion that evaluation should be performed by school principal in spite of the fact that they have concerns about performance evaluation process being subjective and biased.

Another shared conclusion is that education inspections, school principals and teachers stated opinion in favor of parents and teachers' colleagues at the lowest ratio. The highest percentage of those who stated opinion against is formed by teachers. The most significant ground for this was that they cannot "be objective". This may imply that teachers do not trust in their peers. Trust of employees in their colleagues, however, underlies the significant concepts such as job satisfaction and commitment. Even though administrators and teachers accept to a large extent that education inspectors are competent, they stated opinion against education inspectors as evaluator. They based this opinion on the grounds that "they cannot observe fully and adequately and this would be a limited evaluation". In the study by Memduoğlu (2012), results indicated that audit duration is not sufficient. Yıldırım (2012) found out that education inspectors and ministry inspectors have, in general, a negative image in the eyes of participants. On the other hand, inspectors are the experts who determine whether organizational objectives are achieved, there is any deficiency and employees individually have job satisfaction.
They are also professional who identify and correct the deficiencies of, and improve, employees. Identification of problems of educational process and increase of efficiency make audit inevitable (Başar, 2000; Taymaz 2005). It is quite difficult to evaluate the performance of a teacher in a period of a lesson of a few hours and to observe the questions indicated on the audit forms in the form of behaviors.

Education inspectors and administrators stated opinion against teachers’ themselves as evaluators. They base this opinion on the grounds that "they cannot be objective and impartial". Teachers, however, are the most strategic part of educational system. The environment where the organizational objectives are achieved are classrooms and those who achieve these objectives are teachers. Individual evaluation is one of the best ways of evaluation. One is best known by themselves. Tonbul (2009), found out, in contrary to these findings, that participants arrived at a consensus on the variables evaluation by group and self-evaluation, in the highest ratio. Education inspectors, administrators and teachers expressed opinion against peers as evaluators. They base this opinion on the grounds that "they cannot be objective". This can be considered that informal relationships and objectives other than the general objectives of organization are more effective in educational system. Akşit (2006) revealed that teachers are not pleased with peers as evaluators.

Audit by peers is a flexible audit approach on a volunteer basis where teachers evaluate peers in the process of observation, analysis and feedback under a supervision of a supervisor or auditor or solely under their own responsibility. The main philosophy underlying this approach is the thinking that what actually happens in a classroom and how these can be done in the best way under the current circumstances are best known by teachers and that the best teaching can be evaluated by peers in the most reliable way (Alfonso, 1977, Akt: Karakuş, 2010, p.186). Education inspectors and administrators expressed opinion against students as evaluators. They base this opinion on the grounds that "they cannot be objective and they might not know about evaluation criteria". Students, indeed, are among those who can best evaluate a teacher. The low rate of this option and the option of parents which are emphasized by incompetency, as highlighted in the study by Akbaba Altun and Memisoglu (2008), also demonstrates that education inspectors, school principals and teachers also do not have the adequate knowledge needed for establishing criteria for evaluation of teachers. This is because the evaluation questions asked to the subordinates do not include questions related to the fields in which subordinates are not adequate. Tonbul (2009) indicated in his study that participants do not have adequate knowledge for performance evaluation. In fact, students are those who will determine how well a teacher performs in their practice since they are the one who received the service (Ertan Kantos, 2013, p.68).

Education inspectors, administrators and teachers expressed opinion against parents as evaluators. Specifically, teachers are not willing to be evaluated by parents. They base this opinion on the grounds that "they cannot be objective and they are inadequate to evaluate". Parents are the primary external factors affecting school administration. Here, the evaluation questions to be asked to parents will be those which parents are able to answer. These will not be questions for determining the competencies related to their fields. An attitude is exhibited, which may lead to the exclusion of parents from the system of education. We cannot reach out students if we cannot reach out parents. Akşit (2006) stated in their study that teachers are not willing to be evaluated by parents. Only teachers favor students as evaluators. It can be considered pleasing for our system of education that a positive point of view that teachers express about their students. As stated by Akşit (2006), about half of teachers asked to be evaluated by their students. All of three participants ranked themselves first for the question of who should perform the evaluation. Tonbul (2009) indicated that administrators and inspectors ranked themselves too high. In the study by Akşit (2006), 63% of teachers involved in the study stated that self-evaluation should be included in performance evaluation. According to the general results, it can be claimed that lack of confidence in education inspection implies that this organization should restructure itself. The root causes of this lack of confidence and solutions therefor should be found. It can be possible that the task of evaluating teachers be assigned to school principals provided that the issue of qualification is resolved. Education inspectors may also be put at disposal of teachers and schools for long periods, including the roles of guiding and developing more into the process. In addition, the issue of lack of confidence (qualification and impartiality) among the elements of inspectors, school principals, teachers, students and parents involved in the National System of Education should be resolved by the system's itself.

Besides, results of the study showed that the major problem is objectivity. Education inspectors, school principals and teachers based their negative opinions on the grounds of the issue of objectivity. That is to say that the major players of the system of education do not trust each other. In the study by Akbaba, Altun and Memişoğlu (2008a), the school administrators’ and teachers’ opinions about the objectivity of the evaluation criteria became prominent. Also in the study by Memduhuoğlu (2012), almost all of administrators, teachers and inspectors, there is an issue of trust between the inspectors and the teachers and administrators. This could be considered as a thought-provoking in terms of the system of education. Koç (2006) stated that the major problem arisen is how the evaluation is or will be performed and how an objective, fair, reliable and applicable system can be established. The study by Soydan (2012) confirmed that administrators and teachers stated that performance evaluation cannot be operated in a fair manner. Akşit (2006) found that teachers do not have
confidence in the evaluation process. Re-establishment of criteria for selection, assignment and promotion of education inspections, administrators and teachers and provision of knowledge of what performance evaluation is and how it is performed to education inspections, administrators and teachers (during or before service) should be dealt with as a priority.
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